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Let G1 and G2 be two graphs on n vertices with 2(G1)=d1 and 2(G2)=d2 .
A packing of G1 and G2 is a set L=[H1 , H2] such that H1 $G1 , H2 $G2 , and H1
and H2 are edge disjoint subgraphs of Kn . B. Bolloba s and S. E. Eldridge (1978,
J. Combin. Theory Ser. B 25, 105124) made the following conjecture. If (d1+1) }
(d1+1)n+1, then there is a packing of G1 and G2 . The degree condition stated
in this conjecture could not be weakened, since there exist two such graphs for
which (d1+1) } (d2+1)=n+2, and no packing is possible. N. Sauer and J. Spencer
(1978, J. Combin. Theory Ser. B 25, 295302) proved that if d1 } d2< 12n then there
is a packing of G1 and G2 . In this paper, a generalization and extension of the
SauerSpencer result is proven. We define a near packing of degree d of two graphs
of order n as a generalization of a packing. In a near packing of degree d, the copies
of the two graphs may overlap so that the maximum degree of the subgraph defined
by the edges common to both copies is d. Thus a near packing of degree 0 is a packing.
The result can then be stated as follows. Let a # R+. If d1 } d2an, then there exists
a near packing of degree d of G1 and G2 for some d<2a. Furthermore, if (d1+1) }
(d2+1)n+1, then the maximum degree d of the subgraph defined by the edges
common to both the copy of G1 and the copy of G2 is at most 1 and its size is no
larger than n2+1&d1&d2 .  2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we use the term graph to refer to simple graphs without
multiple edges or loops. The maximum degree in a graph G is denotes 2(G)
and [n] is the set [1, 2, ..., n].
Definition 1.1. Let G1 and G2 be two graphs such that, |V(G1)|=
|V(G2)|=n. A packing of G1 and G2 is a pair of edge disjoint subgraphs of
Kn , [H1 , H2], such that H1 $G1 , H2 $G2 .
In 1978, Bolloba s and Eldridge [2] made the following conjecture.
Conjecture 1. If |V(G1)|=|V(G2)|=n and (2(G1)+1) } (2(G2)+1)
n+1, then there is a packing of G1 and G2 .
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Example 1. To illustrate that the degree condition of their conjecture
could not be weakened, Bolloba s and Eldridge consider graphs G1 and G2 ,
each on n vertices. Let (d1+1)(d2+1)=n+2. For i=1, 2 we define the
following quotients and remainders: n=(di+1) pi+r i where 0ridi .
Then, G1= p1 Kd1+1+Kr1 and G2= p2 Kd2+1+Kr2 .
There has been much interest in this conjecture. The following result was
first announced by Catlin [3] in 1974 and a proof was given by Sauer and
Spencer [4] in 1978.
Theorem 1. If 22(G1) } 2(G2)<n then there is a packing of G1 and G2 .
A survey of related work is given by H. P. Yap in [5]. Also see [6] and
[7] for examples of graphs which can be packed.
Suppose G1 and G2 are two graphs on n vertices satisfying some degree
condition. If we cannot guarantee a packing by Theorem 1, when can we
guarantee that there is a way to map the two graphs to Kn in such a way
that the overlapping edges form a matching? Theorem 2 below gives such
a condition as a special case of a more general result concerning when the
overlap of the two graphs is a graph of bounded maximum degree. In order
to make these ideas precise, we introduce the term near packing.
Definition 1.2. Let G1 and G2 be two graphs such that, |V(G1)|=
|V(G2)|=n and d # Z+. A near packing of degree d of G1 and G2 is a set
L=[H1 , H2] of subgraphs of Kn , such that H1 $G1 , H2 $G2 , and the
subgraph having edges E(H1) & E(H2) has maximum degree at most d.
Notice that a packing is a near packing of degree 0.
In Section 3 we give the proof of the following theorem.
Theorem 2. Let G1 and G2 be two graphs such that |V(G1)|=
|V(G2)|=n and 2(G)1)+2(G2)&an&1. If
2(G1) } 2(G2)<an,
there exists an integer d, 0d<2a, such that there is a near packing of
degree d of G1 and G2 .
Also, if
(2(G1)+1) } (2(G2)+1)n+1,
then there is a near packing, L=[H1 , H2], of degree 1, where
|E(H1) & E(H2)| n2+1&2(G1)&2(G2).
Notice that Theorem 2 is a generalization of Theorem 1, since if a= 12
then d is an integer less than 2a implies d=0. Conjecture 1 is known to hold
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when 2(G1) n&12 and 2(G2)=1 by Theorem 1 and has been shown to
hold when 2(G1) n&23 and 2(G2)=2 for large n by Alon and Fischer [1].
For 2(G1) n&34 and 2(G2)=3, Theorem 2 gives that the overlap is a
matching with at most n&54 edges.
2. A CONJECTURE
The following proposition generalizes Example 1.
Proposition 1. Let p, d1 , d2 be integers such that 1 pd1d2 and
n=\d1p  (d2+1)+\d2p  \d1+1& p \d1p  +&1.
Then there exist graphs H1 and H2 , each on n vertices, with 2(H1)=d1 and
2(H2)=d2 such that there is no near packing of degree less than p.
Proof. For i=1, 2, define qi=wdi px. Note that 1ri p.
Let H1=q2 Kd1+1+Kn&q2(d1+1) and H2=q1 Kd2+1+Kn&q1(d2+1) . Note
that if p=1, then n=(d1+1)(d2+1)&2 and H1 and H2 are equivalent to
G1 and G2 , respectively, from Example 1.
To see why there is no near packing of degree less than p, we may
arrange the n vertices of H2 in rows with q1 rows of d2+1 vertices, each
row representing a copy of Kd2+1 in H2 followed by one more row of
n&q1(d2+1) vertices representing the copy of Kn&q1(d2+1) in H2 . In order
to avoid a near packing of degree p with H1 we must map H1 to this array
in such a way as to avoid putting more than p vertices from a connected
component in any single row. If this is possible then after mapping q2 copies
of Kd1+1 at most p } q2 vertices are used from each of the first q1 rows of the
array, leaving q2(d1+1& p } q1) vertices to map to the last row. But this last
row contains only n&q1(d2+1)=q2(d1+1& p } q1)&1 vertices. K
This proposition leads to the following extension of the Bolloba sEldridge
conjecture.
Conjecture 2. Let G1 and G2 be two graphs such that, |V(G1)|=
|V(G2)|=n and p # R+, then if
n\d1p  (d2+1)+\d2p  \d1+1& p \d1p  + ,
there exists a near packing of degree less than p of G1 and G2 .
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3. THE MAIN RESULT
In this section, we prove Theorem 2.
Proof. Let V=V(G1)=V(G2)=V(Kn)=[1, 2, ..., n]. Set 2(G1)=d1
and 2(G2)=d2 .
In order to refer to the edge sets E(G1), E(G2) and E(G1) & E(G2) more
easily, we color the edges in E(G1) blue and the edges in E(G2) red, so that
the edges in E(G1) & E(G2) have been colored both red and blue, making
them purple. If a vertex k in V has a neighbor opposite a red (blue) edge,
we call it a red (blue) neighbor of k. Also, for any vertex k, let Rk denote
the red neighbors of k and Bk , the blue neighbors of k.
Let i, j # V. An [i, j]-swap is a new embedding of G2 in Kn , g: V  V
such that the labels in G2 for vertices i and j are switched. That is, g(i)= j,
g( j)=i, and if k # V, k{i, j then g(k)=k. After an [i, j]-swap, the red
edges are recolored corresponding to the new embedding of G2 in Kn . (We
may think of an [i, j]-swap as removing the color red from all red edges
incident to i and j, then coloring the edges red from i to the former red
neighbors of j and from j to the former red neighbors of i.)
We will show that if the purple edges do not form a subgraph of maximum
degree less than 2a, then there exist an i and a j such that an [i, j]-swap gives
fewer purple edges, thus proving the theorem.
Set d=maxi |Ri & Bi | and let j be such that |Rj & Bj |=d. Set D=R j & Bj .
We will determine a criterion which indicates that it is to our advantage
to make an [i, j]-swap.
Case 1. i  D, i{ j. The number of purple edges that we would lose by
removing all red edges incident to i and j is |Bi & Ri |+|Bj & Rj | and the
number of purple edges gained by making the [i, j]-swap and coloring red
all edges in the subgraph isomorphic to G2 determined by the new map is
|Ri & Bj |+|Rj & Bi |. Thus, an [i, j]-swap is to our advantage in this case
when
|Bi & Ri |+ |Bj & Rj |> |Ri & Bj |+|Rj & Bi |.
Case 2. i # D. In this case, the number of purple edges that we would
lose is |Bi & Ri |+|Bj & Rj |&1 since we count the purple edge between i
and j twice in |Bi & Ri |+|Bj & Rj |. The number of purple edges gained in
an [i, j]-swap is |Ri & Bj |+|Rj & Bi |+1, since the purple edge between i
and j is gained but not counted in |Ri & Bj |+|Rj & Bi |.
Thus, an [i, j]-swap is to our advantage in this case when
|Bi & Ri |+|Bj & Rj |&1>|Ri & Bj |+|Rj & Bi |+1.
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.Thus, for i{ j, we can make an [i, j]-swap that has the desired effect,
if i satisfies one of the following conditions:
v either i  D and |Bj & Rj |+|Bi & Ri |>|Bj & Ri |+|Bi & Rj |,
v or i # D and |Bj & Rj |+|Bi & Ri |&1>|Bj & R i |+|Bi & R j |+1.
For the sake of contradiction, suppose that d2a and no swap benefits
us. Thus, if i  D, then
|Bj & Rj |+ |Bi & Ri | |Bj & Ri |+|Bi & Rj |
and if i # D, then
|Bj & Rj |+|Bi & Ri |&2|Bj & Ri |+|Bi & Rj |.
Summing up over all i{ j, we have
(n&1) |Bj & Rj |+ :
i  D
|Bi & Ri |+ :
i # D
|Bi & Ri |&2d
 :
i # D
( |B j & Ri |+|R j & Bi | )+ :
i  D
( |Bj & R i |+|Rj & B i | ). (1)
Notice that for all i # D, 1|Bi & Ri |d and |Bj & Rj |=d. So we have
(n&1) d+ :
i  D
|Bi & Ri |+d&2d :
i # D
( |Bj & Ri |+|Rj & Bi | )
+ :
i  D
( |Bj & Ri |+|R j & B i | ) (2)
(n&2) d+ :
i  D
|B i & Ri | :
i{ j
( |Bj & Ri |+ |Rj & Bi | ).
We find an upper bound for the right hand side of inequality (2) in relation
to the maximum degrees in G1 and G2 . Because 2(G1)=d1 and 2(G2)=d2 ,
there are at most (d2&d) d1 blue edges incident to vertices in Rj"D and at
most (d1&d) d2 red edges incident to vertices in Bj"D. There are at most
d(d1&1)+d(d2&1) red or blue edges incident to vertices in D but not
incident to j. This gives the bound,
(d2&d ) d1+(d1&d ) d2+d(d1&1)+d(d2&1).
Thus,
:
i{ j
( |Bj & Ri |+|Rj & Bi | )2d1 d2&2d.
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From inequality (2), we have
dn+ :
i  D
|Bi & R i |2d1d2 . (3)
Inequality (3) leads to a contradiction when d2a since we would have
and1d2 . Thus if the purple edges do not form a graph of maximum
degree d<2a, we can always make an [i, j]-swap for some i and j.
If we have the degree condition, (d1+1)(d2+1)n+1, then in par-
ticular d1 d2<n and there is a near packing of maximum degree d=1. The
number of purple edges in such a near packing is
1+ i{ j |Bi & Ri |
2
(4)
If no [i, j]-swap can be performed to reduce the number of purple edges,
inequality 1 holds. Thus,
:
i{ j
|Bi & Ri |2d1d2&2&(n&3)+1
2d1d2+2&n
2(n&d1&d2)+2&n
=n&2d1&2d2+2.
Therefore, by (4), the number of purple edges is at most.
n+2&2d1&2d2
2
=
n
2
+1&d1&d2 . K
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